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GRBs: the brightest EM transients

Solar luminosity: L⊙ ≈ 4 × 1033 erg s−1 ⇒ the whole expected radiated
energy within 1010 yrs: ≈ 1051 ergs

Canonical SN energy: ∼ 1051 ergs (without neutrinos)

GRB energy: ∼ 1051 - 1054 ergs

Among the most distant objects (events) in Universe: zmax ∼ 9 (GRB
090429B → z = 9.4 by photometric estimate, GRB 090423 → z = 8.2 by
spectroscopic estimate) / the nearest GRB: 170817A → z = 0.009727
(1.3 × 108 ly; higher redshift than GRB 980425, but in closer galaxy)

Most Luminous: GRB 110918A (z = 0.984) → Lmax = 4.7 × 1040 erg
(Frederiks+ 2013)

Most energetic photons: GRB 190829A (z=0.0785) → 3.3TeV; this has also the
longest duration for afterglow emission ∼ 56 hours (H.E.S.S. Collaboration 2021)

Longest duration: GRB 111209A → ∼ 7 hrs

Shortest duration: GRB 820405 → ∼ 12 ms



GRBs: the brightest EM transients

Isotropic distribution on the sky

Most typical values: flashes of 0.1MeV γ rays that last 1 - 100 s

Temporal variability: most show ∆t ∼ 64ms, Some ∆t ∼ 1ms (Guetta 2013)

Rate: R ≈ 300/yr BATSE and 100/yr Swift

Bimodal GRB duration distribution: 0.1 - 1 s (mainly) → short bursts; 10 - 100 s
→ long bursts (e.g., Briggs+ 2002)

Short GRBs are harder than long GRBs (e.g., Fishman & Meegan 1995;
Tavani 1996)



The internal/external shock scenario
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The internal/external shock scenario

efficient!



Numerous open questions:

Crashing NSs can make GRBs

Credit: Rezzolla+ 2011

Blandford & Znajek?
Extraction of spin energy by
threading the horizon of a spin-
ning BH surrounded by an accre-
tion disc with B-field



Numerous open questions:

What is the jet composition?

Sim: Woosley Sim: Koppitz & Rezzolla

Baryonic or
Poynting flux?



Main properties of short GRBs:
Prompt emission

Typical duration 0.1 - 2 s
Brightness variability < 0.1 s (in some cases < 0.01 s)

Isotropic equivalent L ∼ 1050 - 1052 erg s−1

Nonthermal spectrum with E ∼ 300 - 500 keV
Very efficient: ≳ 10% of the energy in γ-rays

Extended emission

Some GRBs show emission over 100 s with E comparable to the prompt
Late flares suggest prolonged engine activity for hours and possibly days

Additional properties

Host galaxies of all types and all SFRs (spiral, elliptical, irregular)
Most are bound to their host, but large offset from SF regions
Typical redshift z ∼ 0.5, no association with SNe
Rate without beaming correction: ∼ 10 Gpc−3 yr−1 (∼ 105 SNe rate)



Short GRBs:
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Short GRBs:
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Short GRBs:



Short GRBs:

Found in both elliptical and SF galaxies

No evidence for SN emissions

Centered or offset from host galaxies



Short GRBs:

Short hard GRBs differ from long-duration ones on the basis of:

Type of a host galaxy
Energies
Distribution of a typical redshift
Lag-luminosity relation



Low-luminosity short GRBs:

GRB 170817A that
accompanied the NS merger
GW 170817 was a
low-luminosity GRB

The total L was 3 - 4× 1046 ergs
→ about three orders of
magnitude lower than the
weakest short GRB with a
known redshift and about five
orders of magnitude lower than
a typical short GRB



Long GRBs: schematic collapsar model with 30M⊙ progenitor

The core of a rotating massive
star collapses to a BH

Material far from the
rotational axis does not fall
straight in → first forms an
accretion disk

Dissipative effects in the disk
convert Ek into heat

Energy deposition over the
poles powers jets (by the BZ
effect)

Mass > 30M⊙, “lifetime” 4 - 7 Myr

Loses its hydrogen envelope through strong stellar winds → forms a WR star
with He core > 12M⊙ and (finally) with Fe core > 2M⊙

Prior to collapse → rapidly rotates with vrot, eq ≈ 200 km s−1



Long GRBs mechanism:
Phases

the central engine (t ∼ 10−3 s)
the burst phase (t ∼ 10−1 - 102 s)
the afterglow (t ∼ 10 s→ ∞)

The central engine
extracts energy from collapse
rest-mass energy from disk: (42% rotating BH; 6% non-rotating BH)
BH spin energy: up to 29% by BZ mechanism
all models tend to have a disc (accretion torus): Mdisk ∼ 10−2 - 1M⊙

Maximum extractable energy
from torus: 1 - 10 × 1053 erg (Mdisk/M⊙)

from BZ: 5 × 1053 erg (MBH/M⊙) f (a) → f (a)= J parameter

Production of relativistic jet
νν → e+e− along rotation axis; probably not enough efficient
more likely: MHD jet (Poynting jet)



CC SNe types by initial mass vs. metallicity

Credit: Heger+ 2003



CC SNe types by initial mass vs. metallicity

collapsar types Credit: Heger+ 2003



CC SNe types by initial mass vs. metallicity

jet-driven types of SNe Credit: Heger+ 2003



Hypernovae, collapsars → GRBs:

More energetic SN with an E range: 5 - 10 × 1051 erg (Mazzali, Nomoto, Maeda)

Classification criterion: broad lines → high Ek → high explosion energy

Some are directly associated with long-duration GRBs (SN 98bw, SN 03dh)

Likely associated with the formation of a BH from a rapidly rotating compact
core (Woosley)

Two-step BH formation: NS, accretion from massive disc → BH → relativistic
jet → drills hole through remaining stellar envelope → escaping jet → GRB

Requires rapidly rotating He (or CO) star

Currently, all hypernovae have been classified as SNe Ic, but only 1 in 100
Ib/Ic SNe are hypernovae (Podsiadlowski+ 2004)

HNe/GRBs are rare! (10−5 yr−1)

Note: HNe are efficient producers of Fe (just like SNe Ia)



GRB/SN connections: GRB060218 - a “mysterious transient”

Credit: Campana+ 2006

Long-term Swift light curve of
GRB060218

Upper panel: the XRT light
curve (0.3-10 keV)

Lower panel: the UVOT light
curve

Clearly identified type SN Ic

Comparing to “usual” GRB-SNe
∼ 100times more powerful

Shows high speed (v ∼ 0.1 c) of
the outflow

Do all SN Ic “make” GRBs? Radio surveys of SNe Ic afterglows show that not
most of SN Ic produce GRBs, nor have relativistic ouflows

Some have mildly relativistic outflows (SN 2009bb), but no γ emission

Some have highly relativistic outflows (connection to Sne Ic-BL)



GRB/SN connections:

Credit: Nomoto+ 2007

Left panel: The kinetic explosion energy Ek as a function of the main
sequence mass M of the progenitors for several SNe/HNe

Right panel: The ejected 56Ni mass as a function of the same.



GRB/SN connections:

Credit: Nomoto+ 2005, 2007
Left panel: Time evolution of various
spectra of long GRBs
Upper right panel: LCs of long GRBs



Low-luminosity GRBs:



Low-luminosity GRBs as a separate population:

Event rate density: long GRBs ∼ 1 Gpc−3 yr−1 vs LLGRBs
∼ 800 Gpc−3 yr−1; z and L distribution indicate a separate population



GRBs: the achromatic jet break The following slides (except the last
one) are adapted from and shown
with courtesy of Jakub Řípa

Achromatic (λ-independent) break happens if the relativistic beaming angle
(relativistic aberration) of the emitted photons Θ⊥ ∼ Γ−1 increases over the
jet angle Θ0

Time of the break constraints the jet break angle θ

Problem: Only a minority of multi-wavelength GRB afterglows show clear
break

Θ0θθ

Γ >
1
Θ0 Γ = 1

Θ0
Γ <

1
Θ0

Θ⊥source to observer

break

lateral expansion



GRBs: the typical X-ray afterglow LCs profile

Left panel: Phases of afterglow of GRB 050315; red lines indicates a fit to
each phase, and the values of alpha (temporal decay index) and beta
(spectral index) are shown (Panaitescu 2006)

Right panel: Synthetic X-ray LC based on the Swift XRT observational data.
The phase “0” denotes the prompt emission, “I” the prompt decay phase, “II”
is the shallow phase with “V” being a possible X-ray flare (Zhang+ 2006)



GRBs: typical X-ray afterglow LCs profile

Left panel: Time variation of the
X-ray flux from GRB 970228; in
the 2 - 10 keV energy range (Costa+
1997)

Right panel: X-ray fading source:
Power-law decay F ∝ t−1/3



GRB 970228: from NIR to X-rays LCs - connection to SNe

Left panel: LCs of the afterglow of GRB 970228 from X-rays to NIR; the
lines indicate a quite convincing comparison with prediction of the simplest
external shock scenario (Wijers+ 1997)

Right panel: Afterglow of GRB 970228 measured in different bands beyond
1 day; the LCs present a bump that is interpreted as a contribution from an
underlying SN (Reichart 1999, Galama+ 2000)



GRB 970508: from Radio to X-rays LCs

The radio to X-ray energy spectrum of GRB 970508 as measured 12.1 days after
the burst (Galama+ 1998)

The afterglow of GRB 970508; the first to be observed simultaneously over
almost the whole EM spectrum; this strongly supports the idea that GRB
afterglows are powered by synchrotron emission accelerated in
relativistic shock



LGRBs: connection to SNe Ic
Left: First GRB/SN association was GRB 980425/1998bw at z ∼ 0.0085 (∼
37 Mpc), type Ic SN, about 10 times brighter than an ordinary SN; some
(not all) long GRBs are associated with CC Ic SNe

Right: Late R-band light curve for GRB 041006; open circles are GCN data,
filled circles are the own data; early-time broken power-law decay is shown
as the dashed line, a k-corrected SN 1998bw LC is shown as the dotted
curve, the combined power law and stretched SN 1998bw LC is given by the
solid curve (Stanek+ 2005)



LGRBs: connection to SNe Ic - spectra

Left panel: Evolution of the GRB 03029/SN 2003 spectrum; the early
spectra consist of a power-law continuum (Fν ∝ ν−0.9) with narrow
emission lines originating from H II regions in the host galaxy at a redshift
of z ∼ 0.168 Spectra taken after April 5 show the SN-like development

Right panel: Residual spectrum with broad bumps at approximately 5000
and 4200 Å (rest frame), which is similar to the spectrum of the peculiar
type Ic SN 1998bw a week before maximum light (both: Stanek+ 2003)



NS merger - MHD sim
MHD simulation of a magnetized NS merger; left-to-right dimension of
panels is ∼ 140 km (Price& Rosswog 2006)
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The evolving composition of the Universe


